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Pickle's Book iPhone, iPod touch version released
Published on 06/22/14
Mobile app developer, Eggsystems Inc., has announced the iOS version of Pickle's Book, an
app for children from two years up and all people who have childlike curiosity. Pickle's
small rooms lead to different worlds. Playeres will find objects to give to Pickle and
keys leading to mysterious locked doors where crystals are hidden. Something marvelous may
happen when you have collected all four crystals. Explore the amazing world or play in an
amusement park with Pickle.
Osaka City, Japan - Eggsystems Inc., is proud to introduce the world of Pickle's picture
book where both parent and child can play.
148Apps review:
"Pickle's Book is easily one of the most baffling, most intriguing education apps around."
Pickle lives in a "picture book" world. Pickle's book has a lot of rooms. Something
enjoyable will happen when you click Pickle or items and drag. Pickle's small rooms lead
to the music world, the dinosaur world, and surprisingly, the sea and the universe. With
mischievous Pickle, explore the amazing world or play in an amusement park. Pickle's Book
is for children from two years up and all people who have a childlike curiosity.
If you find a cookie, a cushion or a camera, give them to Pickle. You can play with him by
using them afterward. Also, you must pick up keys when you see them. You will find a
mysterious locked door. Something marvelous may happen when you have collected all
crystals! There are four crystals, which have different colors.
This app is very easy to play intuitively. You will be fascinated by Pickle's world before
you realize it. You must come see Pickle.
Features:
* You do not have to read sentences in this app, so little children can play it alone.
Also, parent and child can find something new or have an adventure together
* Pickle's book has 18 rooms that lead to over 30 outside worlds. Moreover, there are
three small picture books and there is an aquarium for a jellyfish
* There are countless events in the rooms or the outside world, where you can enjoy
humorous animations or music
* You will never lose interest in Pickle's Book: you can play the piano, explore caves, go
to see friends or play with pickle by using items you have found
* You must find keys that unlock doors in order to travel all world. However, you do not
have to worry. Just enjoy exploring with Pickle, and you will discover them
* If you have nothing to do, you can draw everything with ink pens or stamp a lot of
Pickle's characters on your screen
* No in-app purchases or third-party advertising
Thoru Yamamoto's World
Pickle's Book was first published in 1994 by Thoru Yamamoto, a digital picture book
writer. Thoru Yamamoto's view of the world is unique and enjoyed by many people. Pickle
has been dearly loved by those who have interacted with Pickle's book.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 5.1.1 or later
* 69.9 MB
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Pricing and Availability:
Pickle's Book 1.1.1 is $4.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Pickle's Book 1.1.1:
http://pickle.cc/en/
Pickle's Book Entrance:
http://pickle.cc/en/picklesbook/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pickles-book-world-pickles/id794738212
Screenshots:
http://pickle.cc/en/screenshots/
App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/be/af/6c/beaf6cf9-d835-e19c-341f-60d46de5c33f/mzl.v
hirolmt.175x175-75.jpg

Located in Osaka, Japan, Eggsystems Inc. is a software development company. Copyright (C)
2014 Eggsystems Inc. and Thoru Yamamoto. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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